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Abstract 

This paper investigates the role of Swedish blogs as a channel for introduction and 

establishment of English loans. The direct loans, covering both single-word loans and phrasal 

loans, were collected from nine blogs at three points in time: 2000, 2004 and 2008. The 

dimensions of frequency, distribution, formal integration and establishment in Swedish 

normative dictionaries were used to analyze the samples as unintegrated, interim or 

established loans in accordance with Chrystal (1988). A newspaper corpus was used to 

compare the borrowings’ time of appearance to see whether the blogs have a more active role 

in introducing borrowings than newspapers have.  

     Of the single-word loans accounted for, 24 were unintegrated, 19 interim and 5 

established. The phrasal loans showed 27 unintegrated, 30 interim and 1 established 

borrowing. When compared to the newspaper corpus, 10 single-word loans and 32 phrasal 

loans occurred only in blogs or in blogs before they occurred in the corpus, while 38 single-

word loans and 26 phrases occurred in the corpus before or at the same time as in the blogs. 

Nine of the unintegrated or interim loans in the blogs were subsequently established in a 

Swedish dictionary. The results indicate that blogs do have a role in introducing and 

establishing borrowings in Swedish, but from this qualitative investigation it is not possible to 

determine the magnitude of their influence.   
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1 Introduction and aim 

In Sweden, the impact of the English language is increasing and it affects the Swedish 

language in different ways: by code switching1, the usage of English in certain domains, e.g. 

as a house language at Swedish companies2, and its influence on Swedish vocabulary 

(Josephson 2004:61-69). Borrowing items from foreign languages into the Swedish 

vocabulary is not a new phenomenon, but since the Second World War English has been the 

major language influencing the Swedish language, with varying degrees of both integration of 

English items to the Swedish linguistic structure and of acceptance and usage in everyday 

language (Josephson 2004:69ff., Ljung 1985:1-3).      

     A significant factor in this development in later years is the growth of the Internet, where 

English internationally has been the dominating language for a long time. One interesting 

genre on the Internet that has grown rapidly from the late 90’s to the now late 00’s is 

blogging. Blogs have features from both spoken and written language, they contain hyperlinks 

to other texts, they may combine the text with pictures and videos, and they commonly have 

an interactive feature so that the reader can communicate with the blogger, and they contain 

unedited language usage (Rettberg 2008:20ff.)3. These aspects make blogging interesting to 

study from a linguistic point of view, especially in terms of borrowings, as Swedes come 

across English on a more or less daily basis when using the Internet (Josephson 2004:104). 

This can presumably increase the English borrowings in Swedes’ language usage on the 

Internet in comparison to other media of communication4.  

     In this essay, Swedish blogs will be studied with the aim to investigate the role of blogs as 

a channel for introduction and establishment of English loans in the Swedish language. The 

borrowings that occur in blogs will also be compared to a Swedish newspaper corpus to 

determine whether the blogs have a more active role in introducing borrowings than 

newspapers have.  

                                                 

1 See section 3.1.4 for a discussion on code switching vs. borrowings. 
2 See e.g. Sharp’s research on English in spoken Swedish (2001). 
3 However, as Crystal points out “the increase in corporate blogs [i.e. blogs kept by institutions such as radio 
stations, newspapers etc.] means that there will be an increasing element of editorial control, leading in due 
course to greater standardization” of the language used in blogs (2006:246). Yet, this may only apply to 
corporate blogs, as most diary-style blogs are, and will continue to be, written by common people and unedited.  
4 The terms borrowing/loan will be used interchangeably, see definition in 3.1. 
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2 Research questions 

The following research questions are of relevance for the aim of this investigation: 

1) To what extent are English loanwords introduced, integrated and  

established in Swedish blogs? 5 

a) Which loans occur frequently? 

b) Which loans are widely distributed (in multiple blogs)? 

c) Do the loans show any signs of formal integration into Swedish? 

2) When do the borrowings appear in Swedish newspapers? 

To be able to examine the introduction and establishment of English borrowings in the 

Swedish language, a time span of nine years will be in focus, with blogs selected from 2000, 

2004 and 2008, to see the development over time. Even though a few blogs existed as early as 

1997, e.g. www.tiger.se, the chosen time span is more relevant, as blogging as a widespread 

phenomenon started in 2004 (see section 3.2.3). Only new loans are of interest, as the focus 

lies on the role of introducing loans. Therefore, as in previous research on borrowings 

(Chrystal 1988) the occurrence of a loan in a normative Swedish dictionary is seen as an 

indicator of the loanword being established. Thus, loans appearing in the Swedish Academy’s 

dictionary from 1998 (henceforth SAOL98), or in the Swedish dictionary from Norstedts 

1999 (henceforth NO99), will be excluded in this investigation6. Likewise, if the borrowings 

appear in Norstedts’ Swedish dictionary from 2004 (henceforth NO04), or in the Swedish 

Academy’s dictionary from 2006 (henceforth SAOL06), they will be considered as 

established in the Swedish language. 

     In Chrystal’s investigation on English borrowings in Swedish newspapers, she points out 

that newspapers may have a double role in mediating borrowings: an active part in borrowing 

or the function of an intermediary of loans (more or less integrated) already in use 

(1988:188ff). In this essay, the borrowings’ occurrences in blogs will be compared to the 

borrowings’ time of occurrence in a newspaper corpus, which will hopefully make it possible 

to answer the question of whether blogs, in relation to newspapers, are more, less or equally 

active in introducing loans.  

                                                 

5 Frequency, distribution and formal integration are explained further in 3.1.2. 
6 However, inclusion of a loan in a dictionary does not necessarily mean establishment. The Swedish versions of 
juice and camping: jos and kampning respectively, e.g., were included in SAOL’s dictionary from the 1950s but 
did not succeed in getting established (Josephson 2004:73). This explains why the only versions mentioned in 
SAOL from 2006 are juice and camping. 
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3 Theoretical Background 

Section three contains the theoretical background for the investigation and provides 

definitions of the terms that will be used in the essay. The first section gives an overview of 

different classifications and terminology used in previous research on borrowings and the 

issues in this area. The second section contains a description of the previous research done on 

blogs and the Internet as a medium of communication. In the third section treatment of 

borrowings in dictionaries is briefly discussed. 

3.1 Borrowings 

First of all, the terms borrowing/loan are used (interchangeably), as they are the established 

terms for this phenomenon in linguistic literature, even though these metaphorical terms 

suggest that an item is borrowed with the intention of giving it back, when, in fact, the loan is 

of a permanent kind (e.g. McMahon 1994:200, Aitchison 2001:141). 

     In Graedler’s dissertation on English lexical borrowings in Norwegian, she defines 

borrowing as “the use of elements from one language, the source language, in the context of 

another language, the borrowing language” (1998:38). This general definition will be further 

specified as we move into the dilemma of classifying borrowings. Both Graedler (1998:48) 

and Chrystal (1988:13) point out that there are two dimensions one can proceed from when 

classifying borrowings - the strategy of borrowing and the degree of integration of the 

borrowing. These viewpoints will be the basis for sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2. Section 3.1.3 

concerns the motivation of borrowing and the last section, 3.1.4, presents a short overview of 

the issue of borrowings versus code switching.     

3.1.1 Strategy of borrowing 

The Swedish linguist Magnus Ljung carried out an immense investigation on the spread and 

reception of English in the Swedish language. He distinguishes between (1985:22ff):  

1) direct loans, which are either 

a) assimilated with Swedish spelling7, or a Swedish morpheme8, or  

combined with a Swedish word9. Phrasal loans are regarded as 

assimilated when functioning as a part of a Swedish utterance10.  

                                                 

7 E.g. sajt for the English word site (0007T, from the primary material, the labeling is explained in 4.2.1) 
8 E.g mailen the Swedish definite suffix for mail in the sense “the mailbox” (0001T) 
9 E.g. mailkonversation (conversation over mail) (0001T) 
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b)  non-assimilated with kept foreign features11. Phrasal loans are 

regarded as non-assimilated when the phrase itself constitutes  

the utterance12. 

2) translation loans i.e. an already existing Swedish term is given a new foreign 

meaning, e.g. “köpa ett argument”13 (example from Ljung 1985:24).  

3) construction loans which affect Swedish grammatical constructions e.g.  

“Han är en läkare”14 (example from Ljung 1985:3).  

The direct loans are of interest in this essay, since they are the most evident of the different 

types of loans (Ljung 1985:1). Also, as this essay focuses on integration, translation loans are 

excluded, as they are “less interesting with respect to the integration of lexical elements”, 

according to Graedler (1998:48-49) and Chrystal (cf. 1988:28). For the same reason, 

construction loans are also excluded. 

     Ljung’s findings show that age is the most notable social variable for willingness to accept 

and use direct loans and that teenagers (15-19 year olds) and young people (20-34 year olds) 

were the groups most willing to accept and use direct loans (1985:97-98). This aspect is 

addressed in 3.2.3, as it is relevant in the relation between the users of blogs and borrowings; 

it is however not examined closer in this essay.  

3.1.2 Degree of integration  

Chrystal (1988) examines English loans in Swedish newspapers and presents the following 

terminology, which will be adopted in this essay (1988:48ff.):  

1) established loans are loans appearing in a Swedish dictionary. 

2) non-established loans consist of  

a) interim loans, which are formally and/or socially integrated.  

b) unintegrated loans, which show no signs of either formal or social integration  

Formal integration is shown by morphological adaptations to the borrowing such as gender, 

plurality, definite forms, as well as derivations, compounds and orthographical alterations 

                                                                                                                                                         

10 E.g. ”Men let's face it: Hummer är inte gjorda för...” (emphasis added) translation: “But let’s face it: Hummers 
are not made for…” (0407S). 
11 E.g. arty (0412E). 
12 E.g. Quite a lot used as a title of a post written in Swedish (0407S). 
13 The Swedish meaning of köpa has been given the English sense of buy as in believing. 
14 Translation: “He is a doctor”. The English usage of an article has been transferred, where a Swedish standard 
utterance would not have an article: “Han är läkare”. 
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(Chrystal 1988:84ff.). Social integration is measured in terms of frequency, i.e. how many 

times the loan occurs, and distribution, i.e. spread of occurrence to different newspapers, as 

well as occurrence in dictionaries regarding the established loans (ibid:97ff.). In other words 

there is a possible process of establishment for individual borrowings; the unintegrated loans 

are first cases of so-called nonce loans, i.e. loans with single occurrences (cf. Poplack et al. 

1988:50), but as they gain social integration they become interim loans which can, with or 

without formal integration, also become fully established loans15.  

     One problem with Chrystal’s classifications is that she includes sentences and even 

passages of English in the class of unintegrated loans, which, e.g. Graedler (1998) presumably 

would disagree with. It could be argued that these are cases of code switching and should 

therefore not be included in research regarding borrowing. This issue will be discussed in 

section 3.1.4 after the following section on different motives for borrowing.    

3.1.3 Motivation for borrowing 

Stålhammar, examining English in Sweden during the 20th century, points out that the major 

driving force of semantic changes is the occurrence of new phenomena (2003:2). Loans 

referring to such new phenomena are referential loans (referentiella lån) as opposed to 

expressive loans (expressiva lån), which are based on emotional parameters such as the source 

language having more prestige than the borrowing language, or as signals of belonging to a 

certain group of people (ibid.). This may have relevance for the establishment of loans and is 

described further in section 4.1.2. 

3.1.4 Borrowings versus code switching 

Scholars argue about the distinction between borrowings and code switching, i.e. “the 

alternate use of two or more languages in the same utterance or conversation” (Grosjean, cited 

in Sharp 2001:7). In Sharp’s investigation of English in spoken Swedish, she makes it clear 

that in order to be able to code switch the speaker has to be bilingual (2001:9). Thus, an issue 

related to this problem is the definition of bilingualism. However, Graedler states that 

bilingualism is “not of crucial importance in the integration process of loanwords in a 

language” (1998:47). And even though a borrowing might have entered via code switching it 

could be seen as a nonce borrowing and be of relevance in a study concerning the integration 

of borrowings.      

     In this essay, in accordance with Ljung (1982:7) and Chrystal (1988:52-54), no attempts 

                                                 

15 See further specifications regarding frequency, distribution and formal integration in 4.1.2 
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will be made to distinguish whether the samples are cases of borrowings or of code switching. 

Both assimilated and non-assimilated phrases will be included, as they are considered as 

being direct loans (Ljung 1985). But, while Chrystal allows larger constituents of text in her 

survey, Graedler points out that clause-length elements differ from words and phrases in that 

they are not embedded in the borrowing language and are “less likely to show any signs of 

integration” (1998:49). Larger constituents of English language will thus be omitted from this 

essay.  

3.2 Blogs  

Blogs have not existed for very long and the medium is still taking shape. Any research done 

on blogs may soon be outdated since, as Natanaelsson & Bard point out, the definition of a 

blog has changed alongside the growth and development of the blog as a phenomenon 

(2008:6). Still in order to understand what a blog is and why blogs are interesting in this study 

a definition is given in the first section, followed by a brief account on blogging in Sweden, 

and lastly a section on how blogs relate to borrowings. 

3.2.1 Definition of Blog 

Rettberg defines a blog as “a frequently updated Web site consisting of dated entries arranged 

in reverse chronological order so the most recent post appears first” (Walker 2005 cited in 

Rettberg 2008:19), and she classifies three main types of blogs (Rettberg 2008:9-17):  

1) The diary-style blog, containing certain aspects of the blogger’s off-line life16.  

2) The filter blog, documenting the blogger’s experiences and findings on the 

Internet, mainly by linking to other webpages and commenting on the links17.  

3) The topic-driven blog, dealing with a specific topic e.g. politics, fashion etc.18.     

3.2.2 Blogging in Sweden  

The history of blogging in Sweden has roughly followed the same developments as the rest of 

the world. Early on it was only the technologically interested and knowledgeable that had 

blogs, for example Annica Tiger who started her blog, then called reload, in 1997 

(www.tiger.se/dagbok). However, as weblogging tools and host sites developed, more Swedes 

experienced and used this new means of communication, especially the diary-style blog and 

                                                 

16 E.g.: www.babilou.se from the primary material. 
17 E.g.: www.mymarkup.net from the primary material. 
18 E.g.: http://hotspot.webblog.se from the primary material. 
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blogs following and commenting on the daily news (Våge et al. 2005:77).  

     In 2004 the blog phenomenon really exploded in both the USA and Sweden and it became 

publically known as several newspapers contained articles about different aspects of blogging 

(Våge et al. 2005:59). In one article, Dixelius (2004) writes that “the Swedish language has 

been endowed with a new word: blogg” (free translation)19, and this new word appears in 

SAOL06.  

     In the World Internet Institute’s (WII) report about the Internet in Sweden in 2008, Findahl 

presents the findings that in 2008, around 80% of the Swedish population claimed to use the 

Internet, of which only 6% had their own blog (2008:14, 37). However, the percentage of the 

users reading blogs is much higher: 33%. According to Statistics Sweden, the population in 

Sweden in 2008 was 9,256,347 (SCB 2009), which would mean that about 444,300 people in 

Sweden had their own blog in 200820. In addition, the corresponding rates for the young group 

(ages 16-25) are much higher; 16% of the young Internet users keep their own blogs, while 

52% read blogs (ibid).  

3.2.3 Blogs and borrowings 

Crystal has a linguistic approach to the language used on the Internet, and he distinguishes 

various “Internet-using situations which are sufficiently different to mean that the language 

they contain is likely to be significantly distinctive” (e.g. blogging, chatrooms, e-mailing) 

(2006:10ff.). According to Crystal, the language used in blogs contains “innocent spontaneity 

and unpredictable thematic direction” and “features of informal written English which would 

be eliminated in a copy-edited version of such texts for publication” (2006:244). He goes on 

to say that blogging is “a variety of writing intended for public consumption” with “linguistic 

idiosyncrasy” (ibid:246). Similarly, according to Rettberg, “[s]ome aspects of blogging are 

certainly very similar to oral cultures: blogs are conversational and social, they are constantly 

changing and their tone tends to be less formal and closer to everyday speech than is the 

general tone of print writing” (2008:33). All these aspects of the language used in blogs might 

imply that bloggers are more open to innovative language usages, such as new loanwords.     

     Interestingly, Poplack et al. found that in French-English bilingual communities in Canada, 

“[i]nnovations in the basic stock of borrowings are being made by the youngest speakers 

(aged 15-35) in the community, via whom they are propagated to some extent across 

immediately adjacent groups and appear eventually to become consolidated in the group of 

                                                 

19 Swedish original: ”Svenska språket har begåvats med ett nytt ord: blogg”. 
20 (0.8*9 256 347)*0.06= 444 304,656. 
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middle-aged speakers” (1988:97). As mentioned in section 3.1.1, Ljung’s research on English 

borrowings in Sweden also shows that teenagers and young people are most willing to accept 

English borrowings, and as Sharp points out, “it has been suggested that young adults are the 

main instigators of linguistic change” (2001:36). These findings, along with Findahl’s 

findings (that young Internet users in Sweden are most active in the blogosphere), might 

imply that new borrowings and other innovative language usages are likely to be used to a 

great extent in blogs. 

3.3 Treatment of borrowings in dictionaries 

Both Norstedts’ dictionaries and the dictionaries from SAOL are descriptive but also have a 

normative role in that they set out standards for the Swedish language. In SAOL06 one of the 

new aspects compared to previous editions is the fact that there are normative 

recommendations regarding spelling, derivation and word formation of English borrowings 

(2006:preface, section 1). The Swedish Academy also states that in later years there has been 

a tendency to keep the foreign spelling pattern, and that Swedes possibly are increasing their 

knowledge about the English language, which could make them less willing to accept the 

Swedish version of borrowings 

(http://www.svenskaakademien.se/web/SAOL_och_tidens_flykt.aspx). 

4 Methodology  

In section 4.1 the sample collection and analysis of the samples will be described, followed by 

an account of the blogs selected for the investigation (4.2), and lastly a description of the 

newspaper corpus used (4.3).  

     The investigation is qualitative in the sense that three blogs at three points of time will be 

examined. The posts from the blogs will be transferred into a Word document and closely 

read twice and the samples found will then be searched throughout the document to make sure 

all instances are accounted for. The borrowings found in the nine different blogs will 

constitute the sample collection. The samples will then be analyzed and compared to the 

occurrences of the same loans in the newspaper corpus and in the Swedish dictionaries.  

4.1 The collection and analysis of the samples 

As stated earlier, only direct loans are of interest. However, as the interest lies in the 

establishment process of the borrowings, the terminology presented by Chrystal (1988) will 
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be used. Thus, the loans in the sample collection will be analyzed and categorized as either 

unintegrated, interim or established loans (see section 4.1.2).  

4.1.1 Sample collection 

The following principles were followed during the sample collection, partly set out from 

Ljung’s criteria (1982:12): 

1) The borrowing may consist of single words, phrases or compounds. 

2) The loan must be found in a genuine Swedish context. 

3) The borrowing must be derived from an English expression, but not  

necessarily carry the same meaning.   

4) The loan must not:   

1) refer to phenomena which are peculiar to the exporting country. 

2) be a proper noun. 

5) The loan must not be found in SAOL98 or NO99. 

The first principle is in accordance with Ljung’s direct loan category (see section 3.1.1). 

Principle two means that the sample has to be found in a Swedish context in the sense that it 

should be directly connected to a Swedish utterance21. The third principle regards samples 

like e.g. the Swedish verb softa ‘to be comfortable and relax’22, which is derived from the 

adjective soft borrowed from the equivalent English adjective, although there is no equivalent 

verb in English. The fourth principle was added to avoid inclusion of words like Halloween 

(Anglo-American tradition) where parts of or the whole concept is adopted, hence it is the 

phenomenon that is being borrowed rather than a linguistic item. Similarly English proper 

nouns (e.g. titles of books, album titles, band names etc.) have not been included, since those 

borrowings can be considered to be “predominately cultural, rather than a linguistic kind” 

(Graedler 1998:49), also followed by Chrystal (1988:28-29).  

     Moreover, borrowings of technical language have been included in the sample collection 

                                                 

21
 E.g. the sample Quite a lot (0407S), is considered to be in a Swedish context: “Quite a lot [title of the post] 

Det här har du säkert redan sett, men det skapas en jäklans massa webbloggar nu för tiden![...]” translation: 
“Quite a lot [title of the post] You’ve probably already noticed this, but tons of freaking blogs are created 
nowadays! […]”. But Paris for President (www.mymarkup.net/blog) is not considered to be in a Swedish 
context since the blogger cites an English text shortly after his comment: “Paris for President [title of the post] 
Eftersom Sverige kommer att drabbas av Paris Hilton-feber kan jag inte låta bli att  citera SwampCity (via: 
Gawker): Unlike the current candidates, Paris has already shown that she can compete with and win against 
President Bush. […]” translation: “Paris for President [title of the post] Since Sweden will be struck by Paris 
Hilton-fever, I can’t resist quoting SwampCity (through Gawker): Unlike… ”. 
22 Own translation from SAOL06, entry softa: ”ha det lugnt o. skönt”. 
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but put in a separate appendix, as this is a specialized jargon and not as interesting when 

looking at the establishment process for borrowings becoming a part of the commonly used 

language23. However, some items go on from being exclusively technical to become a part of 

peoples’ lives and become more commonly used (e.g. blogg, sajt/site, e-mail/mejl) and have 

to be regarded as samples of common language.  

4.1.2 Analysis of samples 

All samples will at a first stage be instances of non-established loans. However, loans from 

2000 or 2004 may become established if they prove to be included in N004 or SAOL06. The 

following parameters were applied in the analysis of the non-established borrowings as 

unintegrated or interim loans:  

1) Frequency: Should the borrowing only occur two times or less it is  

classified as an unintegrated loan, if a borrowing occurs three times or more  

it is classified as interim.  

2) Distribution: Should the loan occur in two or several blogs, the loan is  

classified as interim regardless of frequency. 

3) Formal integration: Borrowings with morphological or orthographical 

integration/variation are classified as interim regardless of the frequency  

(e.g. geekiga 0407S, geekigt 0407S). Phrases have been classified as  

interim when assimilated to a Swedish utterance, and as  

unintegrated when non-assimilated to a Swedish utterance24. 

The principles were partly based on Chrystal’s classification of borrowings, and as mentioned 

in section 3.1.2, interim loans are loans showing formal and/or social integration, whereas 

unintegrated loans show neither formal nor social integration. Chrystal is rather ambiguous 

regarding the frequency parameter, as she claims that unintegrated loans should only occur 

once (i.e. be nonce loans), but that some of the loans that she has classified as unintegrated in 

fact may have gained ground in a specific field of application, implying that they do occur 

more than once (1988:56)25. The present frequency parameter distinguishes words with three 

                                                 

23 E.g. Plug&Pray [jokingly from Plug&Play] (0001T): ”Jag har fått en ny burk på jobbet och skulle installera 
min Iomega Zip, vilkens Plug&Pray ;) slog ut mitt ljudkort” translation: ”I’ve got a new computer at work and 
were to install my Iomega Zip, whose Plug&Pray ;) knocked out my sound card”. 
24 See 3.1.1. 
25 This can also be seen in her results for frequency for the different types of loans where 93% of the 
unintegrated loans are said to be nonce loans (occurring only once), 0.2% as occurring more than 5 times 
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occurrences as interim and two or less as unintegrated. The fact that it is two rather than just 

one is due to the wish to distinguish some of the rather individually used loans from the more 

generally used loans. 

     The distribution factor involves the treatment of borrowings as interim when occurring 

more than one time in texts with different authors (ibid:55), which has been followed in the 

second parameter above. 

     Furthermore, in the result sections, the loans have been categorized as either referential or 

expressive, in order to see whether any differences in the establishment of these loans occur. 

Loans relating to new phenomena in Swedish society have been regarded as referential loans, 

while loans not as clearly related to new phenomena have been regarded as expressive, due to 

the fact that they could easily be expressed by Swedish terminology. Though one can question 

the notion of a loanword being considered new for specific referential loans, e.g. jetlag 

(0007W), where the phenomenon has existed for a long time, yet the term refers to a specific 

phenomenon and can thus be regarded as a referential loan.   

     Moreover, different orthographic or morphological variations, compounds and word 

classes of a loan are referred to as a type-loan in the result section, e.g. mail will refer to mail, 

e-post, e-brev, e-postutskick, epostadress, e-postadress, mailadress, mailboxen, mailkorgen, 

mailkonversation, mailskörd, mailen, mailet, email, mailinglista, mailto-formulär, maila, 

mailade, mailar, mailat. A loan referred to as a lemma only refers to one word class but all 

morphological inflections and compounds, e.g. maila for maila, mailade, mailar, mailat, 

mailto-formulär.  

4.2 Selection of blogs 

As this is a qualitative investigation, the selection of blogs is more or less arbitrary, which 

also implies an arbitrary selection of borrowings, since it will be restricted to the loans 

appearing in these blogs. As blogging as a phenomenon first became known to a great number 

of people in Sweden in 2004, this has very much affected the selection of blogs. In 2000 blogs 

were still very rare and the selection of blogs is very much based on the blogs that are still 

available on the Internet with an available archive. Thus, all blogs found from 2000 are diary-

style blogs. In 2004 and 2008 the selection has been made considering the three main types 

distinguished by Rettberg (diary-style blogging, filter blogging and topic-driven blogging). 

                                                                                                                                                         

(1988:97-98). The remaining 6.8% not accounted for should then be loans occurring more than once but less 
than 6 times. 
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Also, the blogs’ popularity, and thus spread and influence, has been considered when 

possible26. The blogs used in the investigation are specified below. 

4.2.1 The primary material 

Below the web address, number of words, the blogger’s name, type of blog and labels are 

specified for each blog. The labels are given in the appendices for the samples to indicate 

from which blog they were collected; the first two figures indicate the year (00=2000, 

04=2004, 08=2008), the second pair indicates the month, and the final letter indicates the blog 

it was collected from, 0004W e.g. means that the loan was collected from Wiman’s blog in 

April 2000.  

1) Blogs from 2000 (ca. 25,500 words in total):  

www.tiger.se (ca. 14,000 words) Tiger, Annica; diary-style; 0001T, 0007T. 

www.babilou.se (ca. 9,800 words) Andersson, Janne; diary-style; 0001B, 0007B. 

http://dagbok.wiman.org/dagbok.cgi/arkiv (ca. 1,700 words) Wiman, Rasmus; 

diary-style; 0001W, 0004W, 0007W, 0010W. 

  

2) Blogs from 2004 (ca. 38,000 words in total):  

www.mymarkup.net (ca. 20,000 words) Stattin, Erik; filter blog; 0401S, 0407S. 

http://www.mats-andersson.se/blogg/ (ca. 10,000 words) Andersson, Mats; diary-

style; 0401A, 0407A. 

http://www.apolloprojektet.com (ca. 8,000 words) Persson, Malte (blog 

name:”Errata”); topic-driven (literature); 0410E, 0412E. 

   

3) Blogs from 2008 (ca. 22,000 words in total): 

http://www.hem.feber.se (ca. 3,500 words) Collaborative blog; topic-driven 

(interior and design); 0801H, 0803H, 0805H, 0807H, 0809H, 0811H. 

http://blondinbella.se/ (ca. 6,500 words) Löwengrip, Isabella (blog name 

BlondinBella); diary-style; 0810BB, 0811BB, 0812BB. 

http://hotspot.webblog.se (ca. 12,000 words) Skande, Katarina; topic-driven 

(fashion); labeled 0801F, 0807F. 

                                                 

26 E.g. Dixelius (2004) mentions www.mymarkup.net and www.apolloprojektet.com as popular blogs in 2004, 
http://blondinbella.se from 2008 was and still is one of the most discussed, liked, disliked and criticized blogs in 
Sweden in 2008.  
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4.3 Selection of newspaper corpus 

The corpus Presstext has a vast collection of Swedish newspaper texts stretching from 1990 

up till today. Two nationwide newspapers (Dagens Nyheter and Expressen) have been chosen 

to represent the occurrences of the borrowings from 2000-2008. Unlike the sample collection, 

the borrowings have been queried for the full nine year span to see more specifically when 

they occur. 

     For some of the samples different variants of a type-loan have been individually queried, 

but for most borrowings this was not relevant, as such a great amount of the type-loan 

occurred. Proper names and non-genuinely Swedish usages of the borrowings were excluded. 

However, some borrowings occurred in such a vast number that the samples only were read 

through in order to see when the borrowing first was used in a Swedish context and if several 

samples existed. 

     To be clear, the blogs from which the samples were collected, are merely referred to as 

blogs and never as a corpus, while the newspaper corpus is referred to as newspaper corpus or 

just corpus in the result sections that follows below. 

5 Results 

First follows an account of the total number of occurrences for the borrowings in the blogs, in 

the second section some special cases found in the blogs are accounted for, and in the third 

section the referential loans are accounted for, followed by a section on expressive loans, and 

lastly a summary of the results is provided. 

5.1 Occurrences and selection of loans 

 The posts collected from the nine blogs consist of approximately 85,500 words, and the total 

number of all instances of borrowings, including referential and expressive loans (in appendix 

1, though not including the special case type-loans mail, site and tight), and the technical 

jargon samples (in appendix 2), are 629, thus 7/1000 words are new English loanwords27. 

 

 

                                                 

27 (629/85 500)*1000 ≈ 7,36. Though it should be noted that the phrasal loans have been counted as one word 
although they consist of several words, in the total word count of the blog texts they have been counted as 
consisting of several words, which gives a slight discrepancy. 
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629 

424 R 205 E 

330 SWL 94 TJ 133 SWL 72 PH 

Table 1a. Number of tokens 

  

Table 1a shows the total number of tokens i.e. all instances of loans that occurred, whereas 

Table 1b shows the total number of type-loans, i.e. the number of different headword loans of 

the 629 tokens, where R stands for Referential loans, E - Expressive loans, SWL - Single-

word loans, TJ - Technical Jargon loans, PH - Phrasal loans. In Table 1a it is worth noticing 

that 277 instances of the 330 single-word loans belong to the headword blogg, which is why it 

has been treated as a special case of referential loans (see 5.3). 

     The process of analysis began with the expressive phrasal loans: all of the 58 phrasal type-

loans have been accounted for. But because of the limited scope for this paper the accounts of 

the other loans had to be limited, hence the technical jargon samples were excluded in the 

referential loans account, and, as mentioned, blogg will be accounted for as a special case of 

the referential loans. From the 27 referential type-loans left, 24 were arbitrarily chosen. Of the 

83 expressive single-word loans, 24 were arbitrarily chosen. The arbitrary choice of samples 

to account for was done before checking the occurrences in dictionaries or the corpus; hence, 

any possible distortion of the results was not made intentionally or consciously. 

     In addition, the analysis of loans as either referential or expressive is not always clear, as 

specific cases can be claimed to belong to both categories e.g. drama queens, brodyrkit (from 

the expressive loans), beatsen, boy meets girl, nice stems (from the referential loans). This 

will, however, not be discussed in this essay, as the number of these borderline cases 

compared to the more clear-cut examples should not have any altering effects on the result, 

and also as the division is merely a way of seeing whether these two types of motivation for 

borrowing might show any differences in the establishment process. 

5.2 Special cases 

Three special cases occurred as they, strictly speaking, should not have been included, as they 

occurred in SAOL98 and NO99. However, they proved interesting and have been regarded as 

exceptional cases and are accounted for below. 

     The first case is the type-loan mail with the varying forms of the two lemmas mail (noun) 

and maila (verb), as seen in Table 2 below. 

 

211 

70 R 141 E 

28 SWL 42 TJ 83 SWL 58 PH 
Table 1b. Number of type-loans 
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 Blogs frequency Corpus frequency 

e-post 5  8 % 9193 50 % 
e-brev 1  2 % 283 1 % 
e-mail 1  2 % 312 2 % 

mail 52  88 % 3478 19 % 
mejl 0 0 % 5206 28 % 

Total 59 100 % 18472 100 % 

e-posta 0 0 % 248 3 % 
Maila 17 100 % 610 8 % 

Mejla 0 0 % 7059 89 % 

Total 17 100 % 7917 100 % 
Table 2. Frequency for different forms of the lemma mail 
(noun) and maila (verb) in blogs and the newspaper corpus 

 

Entries for e-post and e-brev are found in SAOL98 and NO99. NO99 also has an entry for e-

mail but neither dictionary has entries for the shortened versions mejl or mail. In both NO04 

and SAOL06 the term mejl has been added, while the variant mail is not mentioned at all. 

Interestingly, in the blogs the formally integrated version mejl does not occur at all; but there 

is a strong preference for the less formally integrated form mail, while newspapers vary 

between e-post (50%) and the formally integrated version mejl (28%). It is also worth noticing 

that the mail samples from the corpus contain many English samples (e.g. the Daily Mail) 

hence, the frequency for Swedish usages of mail should be even lower in the corpus. The 

same discrepancy can be seen for the verb maila, where the only variant used in blogs is 

maila, while newspapers most commonly use the more formally integrated variant mejla 

(89%). 

     Similarly, the Swedish word sajt, for the English equivalent site, is established in 

SAOL98, NO99, NO04, and SAOL06, but the English spelling version is not mentioned in 

any of the dictionaries. In the blogs there are 16 occurrences of the formally integrated sajt in 

different forms and compounds, all from 2000 and 2004. In 2008 however, the formally less 

integrated version site occurs two times, and one time in 2000. If a few more samples of site 

occurred in 2008 it might have indicated a shift in preferred spellings similar to mail in the 

Swedish blogs, but the number of occurrences is too low to claim such an indication. In the 

corpus there is a preference for the formally integrated spelling sajt with 1650 hits, versus the 

English version site with 136 hits, and again many samples are in an English context, 

implying that the rate should be even lower. 

     Lastly the adjective tight showed up 3 times in the blogs from 2008 (1 time in the plural 

form tighta), while the only version mentioned in NO99 and NO04 is the formally integrated 

tajt. In SAOL98 and SAOL06, however, one finds tight stated as a variant form of tajt. In the 
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corpus there is a preference again for the formally integrated forms tajt/tajta with 808/706 hits 

versus the formally less integrated variants tight/tighta with 438/253 hits. 

5.3 Referential loans 

As mentioned earlier, a great number of the referential borrowings were those connected to 

the type-loan blogg (blogg (noun) blogga (verb), bloggande (adj.28))29. They refer to a new 

phenomenon that exploded in 2004 and occur with immense frequency in both blogs and 

newspapers from 2004 and onwards30. In NO04, however, the new word is not yet included, 

while it does occur in SAOL06. Like sms and other technological phenomena, blogg is thus 

an example of a quick establishment process with both formal integration and social 

integration.  

     Of the other 27 different referential loans during the time span investigated, 24 are 

accounted for in Table 3 below. In column one, derivations and different word classes of the 

same main type borrowing have been put in the same row as this indicates formal integration. 

Columns two to four represent the three periods of time in which the sample occurred, where 

U is short for Unintegrated, I - Interim and E - Established. The last two columns show in 

which dictionary the loans have become established. None of the referential loans occurred in 

more than one year; hence, they are only presented as U/I/E in one column.  

 2000 2004 2008 NO04 SAOL 06 

After work  I   - E 

Banner/reklambanners  I   - E 

Bare market   U - - 

Beatsen    E - E 

Bookcrossing   U  - - 

Boy meets girl   U - - 

Clutch/clutchen    I - - 

Driving rangen  U   - - 

Dvd   I  - E 

e-bok(-en)/e-böcker/ 
e-boksläsandet/e-boksläsare(-n)31  

 I  - E 

Goodiebags   U - - 

Googlades/googlat   I  - E 

Jetlag  U   - E 

                                                 

28 Present participle and perfect participle cases have been treated as adjectives, in accordance with Hultman 

(2003:79-80). 
29 See Appendix 1 under “special cases” for the different forms and their frequency. 
30 In fact, there is one occurrence in the corpus from 2003, but as it is only one, 2004 is really the year for the 
take-off of the word as new in the Swedish language. 
31 It can be discussed whether this specific loan really should be considered as a borrowed item from English or a 
derivation from the Swedish bok and e- (elektronisk), which has become a productive prefix in Swedish. This 
will however not be discussed further. 
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Lookbook   I - - 

MMS   U  - E 

Neon Bible   U - - 

Nice stems   U - - 

Peeling   E - E 

Sampling/sampla   I  - E 

Smsa    E - E 

Sleep-knapp  U   - - 

Snooze-knappen  U   - - 

Kändisspotting/celebrityspotting/ 
spottade  

 I  - - 

Spraytannad/spraytanningen    I - - 
Table 3. Analysis of 24 of the referential loans in blogs 

 

Out of the 24 different samples, eleven were classified as unintegrated, ten as interim and 

three as established. Seven loans only occurred in the blogs or in blogs before they appeared 

in the newspapers: bare market, bookcrossing, boy meets girl, neon bible, nice stems, sleep-

knapp, spraytanning
32. The specific terms Kändis-/celebrityspotting do not occur in the 

corpus, but e.g. plane spotting does, so this borrowing, along with the 16 others remaining, 

can be seen as introduced in the corpus before the blogs, in fact much earlier in many cases, 

(e.g. peeling 2000, beatsen 2000, mms 2001, smsa 2002). All of the referential loans, except 

perhaps after work and snooze/sleep-knapp, can be seen as originating from specialized jargon 

(fashion, technology, music, sports) but have more or less become part of general speech, as 

well. The exceptions might be bare market, boy meets girl, neon bible and nice stems, which 

are all terms of a type of style, and fashion-domain specific. This was also noted in the corpus 

trawling, where the specific samples seemed to be particularly common in fashion or sports 

sections etc.  

     Eight of the 24 samples were either unintegrated or interim in the blogs but appeared as 

established in the dictionaries later on: After work, banner and jetlag from 2000 and dvd, e-

bok, googla, mms, and sampla from 2004 were listed in SAOL06, and have gone through an 

establishment process.  

5.4 Expressive loans 

First, the account for the expressive single-word loans will be given, followed by the account 

for the expressive phrasal loans. 

                                                 

32 The forms queried were spray-/sprejtanning, spray-(sprej)tannad, spray- (sprej)tanningen. 
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5.4.1 Single-word loans 

The same premises as mentioned for Table 3 apply to Table 4 below of the arbitrarily chosen 

24 different expressive loans.  

 2000 2004 2008 NO04 SAOL 06 

Arty (adj)  U  - - 

Branda (verb)   U - - 

Corny/ap-corny (adj) I   - - 

Crush (noun)   U - - 

Default (noun) I   - E 

Drama queens (noun)  U  - - 

Fucked up/upp-fuckat (adj) I   - - 

Geekiga/geekigt (adj)  I  - - 

Get-together (noun)  U  - - 

Hypade (adj)  E E E E 

Kit/brodyrkit (noun)   E - E 

Nice (adj) U I  - - 

Old (adj)   I - - 

Ouch (interj)  U  - - 

Outfit/outfits (noun)   I - - 

Petrol/petrolgrönt (adj)   I - - 

Scary (adj)  U  - - 

Shit (interj)  U  - - 

Skinny (adj)   U - - 

Slick (adj)  U  - - 

Stageade (adj)   U - - 

Statement (noun)  U  - - 

Yeah (interj) U I  - - 

Yo (interj)  U  - - 
Table 4. Analysis of 24 of the expressive loans in blogs 

Out of the 24 expressive borrowings in Table 4, 13 were unintegrated, nine interim (nice and 

yeah were unintegrated but then interim, as they were used in another blog later on) and two 

established. In the corpus default and geekiga occurred later than in the blogs33, stageade was 

not found in the corpus at all34. The other 21 samples occurred at the same time or earlier in 

the corpus.      

     The adjective hypad is established in NO04, though the entry directs you to the formally 

integrated version hajpad and in SAOL06 the two spelling versions are named as equal 

variation forms. Both nice and yeah are used two times each, once in 2000 and once in 2004. 

The second occurrences of the borrowings have been analyzed as interim, as the borrowings 

have occurred in another blog before and have thus gained some social integration. Default is 

                                                 

33 Geekig, geekiga and geekigt were all queried and only geekiga occurred in the corpus. 
34 Both stageade and stagead were queried. 
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established in SAOL06, though without any signs of formal integration; this is the only 

example of expressive loans that has developed from being unintegrated or interim in the 

blogs in 2000 to being established in the dictionaries.      

     In the corpus there is a more even variation between the formally less integrated forms 

hypad/hypade with 34/127 hits and the formally integrated versions hajpad/hajpade with 

26/98 hits. The same applies to the variation forms of fucked up with 31 hits and 

uppfuckat/uppfuckad with 11/22 hits. This opposes the results of mejl, sajt and tajt in section 

5.2 above, where the newspapers had a strong preference for the formally integrated versions.  

5.4.2 Phrasal loans 

In Table 5 below, the result for the phrasal loans found in the blogs35 is accounted for, 

although with another table layout since no development over time was seen for the different 

cases. Hence, the unintegrated borrowings are stated first, with the three columns showing in 

which year they occurred, next follow the interim loans and lastly the established loans. 

Unintegrated 

2000 2004 2008 

Here we comes (sic!)36  Back to normal Handle with care  

I’ll kill that cat  Based on a true story Hot or not 

Pick your choice! Close, but no cigar I like! 

 For my eyez only (sic!) I like it! 

 “Get a blog already!” I love 

 Get off the hook I love you! 

 Have fun Its a wrap (sic!) 

 i did OK (sic!)  

 Let’s go with the big ‘un  

 Make the case  

 My precious  

 No more  

 Quite a lot  

 ”Some rights reserved”  

 That’ll be the day!  

 Who knew  

 You betcha!  

Interim 

2000 2004 2008 

BTW “bad for business” Behind-the-scenes-film 

Gone with the wind Best of-skivor Breaking fashion news 

Too bad Catch my drift My god 

WIN-WIN situation Couldn’t agree more Same old, same old 

                                                 

35 See Appendix 1 under “Expressive-Phrasal loans”. 
36 Nonstandard usages and spellings of the borrowings do occur, and they may or may not be made consciously. 
This is however not an issue related to the integration of the specific borrowings and will not be discussed 
further. 
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*on the fly* Guilt-by-association-av-20:e-
graden-resonerande 

So far 

*only for my eyes* I’m babbling  

 ”invitation only”  

 is all the rage  

 ”Just do it”  

 let’s face it  

 Most played  

 my ass  

 ”no biggie”  

 Not for me  

 Oh no  

 Testing testing  

 ”the big shots”  

 Wish me luck   

 Y’all know who  

Established 

2000 2004 2008 

  Hot hot hot 
Table 5. Analysis of the 58 phrasal loans found in the blogs. 

Out of the 58 different loan phrases found, 27 are unintegrated, only one of the phrasal loans 

can be seen as established and the remaining 30 loan phrases are interim. In the newspaper 

corpus search, after excluding proper names and samples in an English context, 32 of the 58 

phrases occurred only in blogs or earlier in blogs than in the corpus37. The remaining 26 

phrases38 were found in the newspaper corpus from the same time or before the blog 

occurrences. The abbreviated sample BTW was not found in its abbreviated form but as by the 

way. Generally, it was evident that the phrasal loans did not occur to the same extent that the 

single-word loans did, e.g. back to normal, close but no cigar, gone with the wind, my 

precious, each of which only occurred once. 

     As seen in Table 5, only one of the phrasal loans can be considered as established, namely 

hot hot hot. The adjective hot was not found in NO04, but in SAOL06, hence it can be 

considered as already established in the Swedish language when it was used in the fashion 

blog from 2008. However, hot or not has not been considered as established, as it is combined 

with other English items and is not a part of a Swedish utterance. It should also be noted that 

                                                 

37 21 samples only in blogs: bad for business, breaking fashion news, catch my drift, for my eyez only, get a blog 

already, get off the hook, i did OK, I’ll kill that cat, I’m babbling, is all the rage, let’s go with the big ‘un, make 

the case, most played, no biggie, on the fly, only for my eyes, pick your choice, quite a lot, some rights reserved, 
that’ll be the day, y’all know who. 11 samples earlier in blogs than in corpus: back to normal, close but no cigar, 

couldn’t agree more, gone with the wind, my precious, testing testing, the big shots, too bad, who knew, win-win-

situation, wish me luck. 
38 based on a true story, behind the scenes ,best of-,(BTW) by the way, just do it, guilt by association, handle, 

with care, have fun, here we come, hot hot hot, hot or not, I like!, I like it!, I love, I love you, invitation only, it’s 

a wrap, let’s face it, my god, my ass, no more, not for me, oh no, same old same old, so far, you bet(cha).  
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in NO04 there are two entries for best in show and best man, and in SAOL06 bestseller can be 

found, hence the concept of the adjective best in the compound best of-skivor, could be argued 

to be established but best of has not (yet) become established.  

5.5 Summary of results 

Of the samples accounted for, only ten single-word loans39 and 32 phrasal loans occurred only 

in blogs or in blogs before they occurred in newspapers, while 38 single-word loans40 and 26 

phrases occurred in the newspaper corpus before or at the same time as in the blogs. Hence, 

there is a slight tendency for phrases to be introduced in blogs rather than in newspapers but 

the same cannot be said for the single-word loans.      

     In blogs the formally less integrated versions mail, tight and hypad
41 were opted for, while 

newspapers opted for the formally integrated versions mejl, tajt and sajt, but varied between 

the formally integrated and formally less integrated versions hypad-hajpad, fucked up-

uppfuckad. Hence, a slight indication of blogs opting for the formally less integrated versions 

in these particular cases can be seen, which might be due to the fact that blogs are unedited, or 

that there is a lack of social acceptance for the Swedish spelling in these Swedish blogs 

(supporting the general tendency noticed by the Swedish Academy (cf. section 3.4)), or a 

positive orientation in general towards English as a high-prestige language. The preference for 

the Swedish forms mejl, sajt, tajt in the corpus might be due to the fact that newspapers are 

more conservative, edited and opt for normative usages stated in the dictionaries, although, 

for the two newer loans, hypad and fucked up, they are more inclined to use the less formally 

integrated versions alongside the formally integrated versions. 

     All in all 24 loans were unintegrated, 19 interim, and five established of the single-word 

loans, while the phrasal loans showed 27 unintegrated, 30 interim and one established loan. 

Thus many loans are unintegrated and cases of interim loans, but only two samples made the 

shift from being unintegrated to being interim, and only nine of the unintegrated or interim 

loans became established, of which eight were referential and one was expressive.  

                                                 

39 7 referential loans + 3 expressive loans = 10 loans 
40 17 referential loans + 21 expressive loans = 38 loans, not counting blogg or the other special cases.  
41 Fucked up and upp-fuckad only occurred one time each, hence no preferred usage can be said to be opted for 
in the blogs. 
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6 Discussion 

First of all, it should be emphasized again that this essay is based on qualitative research, i.e. 

only nine blogs have been investigated, of which three were from 2008, when approximately 

444,300 blogs existed in Sweden (see 3.2.2), which implies a very small representation of the 

Swedish blogs. This affects all aspects of the results. It means that the blogs from 2000 are 

more likely to be representative than the blogs from 2004 and 2008, as far more blogs existed 

at those points. Thus, the borrowings appearing in 2000 are more representative than those 

from 2004 and 2008. However, it is also worth noticing that the blogs from 2000 reached a 

relatively narrow audience, while e.g. http://blondinbella.se in February 2008 reached about 

142,000 readers per week (Expressen 2008). Hence, the later blogs presumably have more 

impact on the Swedish language in general, as they reach a greater audience. 

     Furthermore, as it is only blogs that have been trawled for samples of borrowings, and not 

vice versa for the newspapers, it is possible that far more examples of new loans occur in 

newspapers than in blogs. We do know that 7/1000 words are new English loans in the blogs, 

but we do not know the equivalent number for the corpus42. While a word count for the 

corpus used could be estimated43, the exact number of all instances of new loans would 

involve an immense investigation on its own.  If a majority of the borrowings found in the 

blogs occurred earlier than in the newspapers it would indicate that blogs have a more active 

role than newspapers in a borrowing process. Even though a majority of phrasal loans showed 

a tendency towards this, it is likely that a similar investigation carried out on the newspaper 

corpus would have shown several other phrasal loans which have not been found in the blogs, 

which implies another outcome. However, as mentioned, a very restricted data collected from 

the blogs has been compared to a complete newspaper corpus. This implies that the 

borrowings sampled from these few blogs, and of course other borrowings as well, might 

occur in other blogs from the same years, and in between the years investigated, and possibly 

earlier than in the corpus.        

     Thus, it can be said that blogs are involved in the establishment process of loans, but it 

cannot be said how important this role is. The blogs investigated in this essay only showed a 

slight tendency for phrasal loans to be introduced in blogs earlier than in the newspaper 

                                                 

42 It is interesting, however, compare these results to Chrystal’s findings that 2.5/1000 words were English loans 
in her investigation on newspapers in 1988 (Chrystal 1988:190). Yet, that figure might have changed, as it is 
likely that there is a greater amount of English loans generally today than there was in the 80’s.  
43 In Presstext, there are 889 170 articles from both DN and Expressen between 2000 and 2008, of various 
lengths, but say an average value would be 200 words per article, giving 889,170*200=177,834,000 words. 
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corpus. Also, only two unintegrated loans later occurred as interim loans, and nine 

unintegrated or interim loans used in blogs became established in a dictionary later on. Hence, 

while the blogs in this essay did not seem to have a greater role than the newspapers in 

introducing and establishing borrowings, it is still possible that blogs in general do. However, 

regarding the establishment process it seems more likely that blogs, newspapers and other 

communicative domains, such as literary fiction, spoken language etc. share this role more or 

less equally. 

     The occurrence of a formal non-integrated form does not mean that a Swedish equivalent 

word does not exist; this was regrettably not investigated thoroughly in this essay. For 

instance, ten occurrences of a borrowing with kept English features, but 20 occurrences of a 

Swedish equivalent term, might have altered the view on the results44. This would be 

interesting to follow up in further research. 

     It is also possible that a different selection out of the 83 different expressive single-word 

loans found might have altered the results for this group of loans. Had there been more time 

and space in the essay, this uncertainty could have been avoided by including all of the 

samples found.      

     Moreover, when reading through the sample collection one might notice that certain blogs, 

e.g. Stattin’s blog containing 33 of the 58 phrasal type-loans, have more borrowings than 

others. However, this discrepancy might also be due to differences in the number of words 

examined in each specific blog45, which unfortunately was not put up as a parameter before 

the investigation was underway. 

7 Conclusion 

The results indicate that the specific blogs in this investigation do not seem to have a major 

role in introducing and establishing English loans into Swedish. The borrowings found in the 

blogs do show that they occur at the latest at these points in time, but it is likely that many of 

them occur earlier. As only nine blogs and a restricted amount of posts in these blogs were 

used, the question of blogs’ role in introducing and establishing English borrowings in 

Swedish still stands unanswered. Future studies could be conducted on a wider selection of 

blogs at one point in time, which would mean a major workload, but it would give more 

representative data for drawing any conclusions about blogs’ role in general. One could also 

                                                 

44 E.g. hype versus upphaussning. 
45 See word count from each specific blog in 4.2.1 
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focus on a single blog with many readers, for instance http://blondinbella.se, which also 

would imply a bigger influence, to see which borrowings are being introduced and how the 

borrowings adapt to and possibly get established in Swedish.   

     It seems like the type of channel introducing and establishing English borrowings is not as 

crucial as different domains, as it was noted that certain domains, e.g. fashion and technology, 

were more inclined to use borrowings than others, both in blogs and newspapers46. Similarly, 

certain bloggers seem more inclined to use borrowings than others, for example Stattin (as 

mentioned in the discussion), yet these observations need further research to be confirmed. 

     One can see a slight indication that the borrowings used in blogs in some cases differ from 

newspapers in regards to different orthographic variations, implying a difference between 

ordinary Swedes’ usage of borrowings and the usage by edited newspapers. Further research 

on these types of orthographic variants would be interesting, along with Swedish equivalent 

terms, as mentioned in the discussion. It would also be worth looking at how many Swedish-

oriented new words appear in the Swedish language each year, compared to the number of 

new English loans introduced.  

     Also, the referential loans (eight) seem to be established in the Swedish language to a 

greater extent than expressive loans (one), which might reflect a bigger need for the loans 

representing new phenomena in society, while the expressive loans may be more related to a 

wish to show familiarity with what many Swedes consider to be a trendy and high-prestige 

language. Hence, referential loans get accepted in the Swedish language to a larger extent 

than expressive and assumedly more temporary loans. Related to this is the question whether 

the loans can be seen as domain specific, as many of the referential loans accounted for can be 

said to be, or have been, domain specific at some point in time. Thus, it would be interesting 

to look at specific genres or domains e.g. fashion, and more thoroughly examine the 

establishment process for the borrowings within these domains.       

     Even though one might question the results of the phrasal loans, it is interesting that 

phrasal loans seem to be introduced in blogs to a greater extent than single-word loans. Blogs 

might be more inclined to use longer and less formal phrases, e.g. get off the hook, let’s go 

with the big ‘un, only for my eyes, for my eyez only, I’ll kill that cat, y’all know who, whereas 

newspapers contain more frozen phrases, e.g. by the way, just do it, handle with care, let’s 

face it, close but no cigar. Also, the phrases that occurred in the corpus were not as frequent 

as the single-word loans. This, again, makes the issue of code switching vs. borrowings 

                                                 

46 See 5.3, and the technical jargon samples in Appendix 2. 
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relevant. Hence, in further research it would be interesting to look at phrasal loans and code 

switching in blogs to see whether this is something that is used more frequently in blogs in 

comparison to other media e.g. newspapers and what impact this might have.  
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Appendix 1 

COMMON LANGUAGE SAMPLES 

Referential loans 

“After Work” 0001B x2 

After work 0001B 

banner 0001T 

reklambanners 0001T 

Bare market 0801F  

beatsen 0401S [music jargon?] 

bookcrossing 0407A [lit. jargon?] 

Boy meets girl (noun type of style) 0801F  

clutch 0801F [fashion jargon?] 

clutchen 0807F [fashion jargon?] 

Delete-knappen 0001T 

driving rangen 0007B  

dvd 0407S 

DVD 0401A 

e-bok 0407S x2 

e-bok 0407S 

e-boken 0407S 

e-böcker (pl) 0407S 

e-böcker (pl) 0407S 

e-boksläsandet (adj) 0407S 

e-boksläsare (tool) 0407S 

e-boksläsaren 0407S 

escape pod 0805H x2 

escape pods 0805H 

Flash Mob-hypen 0401S  

goodiebags 0810BB  

googlades (verb) 0412E 

googlat (verb) 0412E 

jetlag 0007W x2 

lookbook 0801F x3 

MMS (noun) 0401S 

Neon Bible (noun type of style) 0801F  

Nice Stems (noun type of style) 0801F 

peeling 0810BB [fashion jargon?] x2 

sampling (noun) 0407S [music jargon?]  

sampla (verb) 0407S [music jargon?] 

smsa (verb) 0810BB 

sleep-knapp 0007B  

snooze-knappen 0007B  

spottade (verb) 0407S  

Celebrityspotting 0407A  

Kändisspotting 0407A x2 

spraytannad (verb)0811BB  [f. jargon?] 

Spraytanningen 0811BB [f. jargon?] 

vinylstickers 0805H 

 

Expressive loans 

 

abuse 0007T 

abusefrågor 0001T 

action (noun) 0007T [Sw. i action] 

arty (adj) 0412E  

*babe* 0001T  

Backstage 0801F  

beachkropp 0810BB  

beachsäsong 0811BB  

Body 0801F  

Branda (verb) 0805H [design jargon?] 

Bummer 0407S [Title] 

Cheers 0407S 

computer 0001B  

corny 0001B x3 

ap-corny 0001B  

Cred 0801F [acknowledgement]  

crush 0811H  

cultural studies-viset 0401S  

Deep 0407S [Title] 

default 0007T x3 

Delete (verb) 0001T 

director’s cut 0410E  

drama queens 0410E  

Face 0801F  

*fame* 0001T 

fashionmags 0807F [fashion jargon?] 

Flawless 0801F 

foundations 0812BB [fashion jargon?] 

favoritfoundations 0810BB [fashion jargon?] 

fuck it 0001T 

*fuck it*-anda 0001T x2 

fuckep up 0001B  

upp-fuckat 0001B  

F-ing brilliant 0407S  

“garage sale” 0407S  

geek-speak 0401S 
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Geekiga 0407S  

“geekigt” 0407S  

GET-TOGETHA (noun) 0401S 

get-together-bilder 0401S  

Gosh 0001T 

hardcore (adj)0410E 

hotspot 0801F x3 

hot-spots (pl) 0407S  

hypade (adj) 0401A  

hypade (adj) 0801F x2 

Join in 0401S 

Jolly good 0807F  

småkids 0001T 

(ett) kit 0811H  

brodyrkit 0811H x2 

Location 0801F x2 

losers 0412E  

Tetrislovers 0809H 

lyrics 0401S  

Madness 0807F  

Mash up (noun) 0401S  

masha upp 0407S  

Meetup (noun) 0401S 

Nice (adj)0001B 

Nice (adj) 0401S 

 Obsessions 0801F x2 

okeya 0401A [com. godkänna] 

old (adj)0811BB  

Old 0807F  

old fashioned 0801F 

Ouch (interjection) 0407S  

outbild 0811BB  

outfit 0812BB [fashion jargon?] 

outfit 0801F [fashion jargon?] x3 

Outfit 0807F [fashion jargon?] 

Budget(önske)outfit 0801F [fashion jargon?] 

önskeoutfit 0801F 

(önske)outfit 0801F x7 

outfits (pl) 0807F [fashion jargon?] 

outfiten (def) 0801F 

peace 0412E  

petrol 0801F [color] [fashion jargon?] x2 

petrolgrönt 0801F [color] [fashion jargon?] 

place (noun)0805H 

porn 0401S  

prevjuva 0401A [com. “förhandsgranska”] 

remake 0801F 

Remix-bok 0407S  

remix-litteratur 0401S  

re-read 0407S [lit. jargon?] 

*re-run* 0007T  

revisited 0407S  

revival 0801F 

“running mate” 0407S  

scary 0401S 

setting 0807F  

Shit 0401S  

showroom 0801F 

skatande (adj) 0001B [scateboarding] 

skinny 0801F  

slick (adj) 0401S 

slip-up 0407S  

splash (interjection) 0007B 

Stageade (adj) 0801H  

statement 0412E x2 

story 0401S [news] 

story 0407A [news] 

sweetheart 0801F 

The ombudsman 0407S [interesting] 

hårtrimmer 0001B x2 

white trash 0809H 

update 0811BB  

yeah (interjection) 0007B 

yeah (interjection) 0410E  

YO (interjection) 0401S  

zero 0001T 

Zero Zero (year 00) 0001T 

Expressive-Phrasal loans 

Back to normal 0407S [non-ass ph] 

“bad for business”  0407S [ass ph] 

behind-the-scenes-film 0807F [ass ph] 

Based on a true story 0407S [ass ph] 

Best of-skivor 0401S [ass ph] 

Breaking fashion news 0801F [nap] [f. j?] x4 

BTW 0007T [ass phx4 

catch my drift 0401S [ass ph] 

Close, but no cigar 0407S [non-ass ph]] 

Couldn’t agree more 0401S [ass ph] 

For my eyez only (sic!) 0401S [non ass ph] 
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 “Get a blog already!” 0401S [non-ass ph] 

Get off the hook 0401S [non-ass ph] 

gone with the wind 0001T [ass ph] 

guilt-by-association-av-20:e-graden-  

     resonerande 0401S [ass ph] 

Handle with care 0801F [non-ass ph] 

Have fun 0407S [non-ass ph] 

here we comes (sic!) 0001T [non-ass ph] 

hot hot hot 0801F [nap fashion jargon?] x6  

Hot or not 0801F [nap fashion jargon?] 

i did OK 0407S [non ass ph]  

I like! 0801F [non ass ph] 

I like it! 0811BB [non ass ph] 

I’ll kill that cat 0007T [non ass ph] 

I love 0801F [non ass ph] 

I love you! 0801F [non ass ph] 

I’m babbling 0401S [ass ph] 

”invitation only” 0401S [ass ph] 

is all the rage 0401S [ass ph] 

Its a wrap (sic) 0801F [non-ass ph] 

“just do it” 0401S [ass ph] 

let’s face it 0407S [ass ph] 

Let’s go with the big ‘un! 0407S [non ass ph]  

Make the case 0407S [non ass]  

most played 0401A [ass ph] 

My god (interjection) 0801F x2 [ass ph] 

my ass (interjection) 0407S [ass ph] 

My precious [non-ass ph]0401S 

“No biggie” 0407S [ass ph] 

No more 0407S [non ass ph] 

not for me 0407S [ass ph] 

Oh no (interjection)0401S  [ass  ph] 

*on the fly* 0007T [ass ph] 

*only for my eyes* 0001T[ass  ph] 

Pick your choice! 0007T [non ass. p] 

Quite a lot 0407S [non-ass ph]] 

same old, same old 0807F [ass ph] 

so far 0801F [ass ph] 

 “Some rights reserved” 0401S [non-ass ph] 

Testing testing 0410E [ass ph] 

That’ll be the day! 0401S [non-ass ph] 

“the big shots” 0407S [ass ph] 

Too bad 0007B [ass ph] 

Who knew 0407S [non.ass ph] 

WIN-WIN situation 0001T [ass ph] 

Wish me luck 0407S [italicized] [non-ass ph] 

Wish me luck 0801F [non-ass ph] 

wish me luck 0801F [ass ph]] 

y’all know who 0401S [ass ph] 

You Betcha 0401S [non ass ph] 

 

SPECIAL CASES 

Referential loans 

 

blog 0410E x3 

blog 0412E 

musikblog 0401A 

weblog 0407A  

weblogsidor 0401A x2 

blogoiden 0412E  

blogoider 0412E 

blogg 0401S x6 

blogg 0407S 

blogg 0401A x14 

blogg 0407A x2 

blogg 0410E x4 

blogg 0412E x4 

blogg 0812BB x3 

bloggaffärsidé 0407S 

blogganteckning 0407A 

bloggböcker 0401S 

bloggfika 0811BB x2 

bloggfri 0810BB 

“blogggenombrott” 0412E 

blogg-hostingtjänster 0407S 

blogginlägg 0401S 

blogginlägg 0412E  

blogginlägg 0811BB 

blogginslag 0412E 

bloggjolle 0412E 

bloggkaraoke 0401A 

bloggkommentar 0412E 

blogglänkar 0410E 

bloggmiddagen 0401A 

bloggosfären 0401A x2 

bloggosfären 0407A x3 

bloggosfären 0410E 

bloggosfärens 0401A 

bloggsfären 0401S x5 
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bloggsfären 0407S 

bloggsfärens 0401S  

bloggpaus 0810BB 

 “bloggpost”0401S  

bloggsida 0401A 

bloggsidor 0401S  

bloggsidorna 0401S  

bloggskribenten 0407A 

bloggskriva 0401S  

bloggträsket 0412E  

bloggåret 0401S 

Elin Sigvardsson-blogg 0401A 

favoritbloggverktyg 0401S  

litteraturblogg 0412E  

modeblogg 0807F 

vetenskapsblogg 0401S 

webblogg 0401S x5 

webblogg 0401A  

webbloggform 0401S  

webbloggsverktyg-utvecklare 0401S 

Webbloggverktygsföretaget 0407S  

bloggs (gen) 0410E 

Bloggen (def)0407S 

bloggen(def)  0401A x2 

bloggen (def) 0407A x2 

bloggen (def) 0410E 

bloggen (def) 0412E x4 

bloggen (def) 0811BB x2 

bloggen (def)  0812BB x6 

bloggen (def) 0801F 

bloggen (def) 0807F x2 

vetenskapsbloggen (def) 0401S 

bloggar (pl) 0401S x31 

bloggar (pl) 0401A x12 

bloggar (pl) 0410E x3 

bloggar (pl) 0412E x7 

bloggar (pl) 0807F 

favorit-bloggar (pl) 0407S 

centerbloggar (pl) 0412E  

högerbloggar (pl) 0412E  

Nätbloggar (pl) 0401S  

webbloggar (pl) 0401S x2 

webbloggar (pl) 0407S 

vetenskapsbloggar (pl) 0401S  

musikbloggar (pl) 0401S 

weblogs (pl) 0407A x3 

bloggarna (pl def) 0407S x3 

bloggarna (pl def)0401A x2 

webloggarna (pl def) 0401S  

blogging 0401S   

blogging 0407S x5 

blogging-företaget 0407S 

bloggingtjänsten 0407S  

bloggingtjänst-marknaden 0407S  

“catblogging” 0412E 

Dogblogging 0401S  

blogging 0407A 

bloggingvärlden 0401S  

bloggare (person) 0407S x7 

bloggerska (person) 0812BB 

bloggerska (person) 0807F 

bloggare (pl persons) 0401S x3   

bloggare (pl persons ) 0407S x3 

bloggare (pl persons) 0401A  

bloggare (pl persons) 0407A 

hobbybloggare (pl person) 0812BB  

modebloggerskor pl persons 0807F 

Bloggers (pl persons)0401S 

poli-bloggers (pl person 0407S 

bloggies-nomineringar (pl) 0401S  

bloggiesar (pl persons)0401S 

bloggarna (pl def persons) 0407S 

bloggarna (pl def persons) 0407S 

bloggiesarna (pl def persons)0401S  

blogga (verb) 0401S 

Blogga (verb) 0401A 

blogga (verb) 0407A 

blogga (verb) 0410E x2 

blogga (verb) 0412E x2 

blogga (verb) 0810BB  

blogga (verb) 0811BB x2 

blogga (verb) 0812BB x2 

blogga (verb) 0801F  

bloggar (verb) 0407S 

bloggar (verb) 0401S  x5 

bloggar (verb) 0401A x3 

bloggar (verb) 0407A x2 

bloggar (verb) 0412E  

BLOGGARMIDDAG (verb) 0401S  

bloggarmiddag (verb) 0407S 
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bloggarmiddag (verb) 0407S x2 

bloggarmiddagarna 0401A 

bloggar-Europa (verb) 0407S  

bloggarkonferens  (verb)0407S 

bloggat (verb) 0811BB 

bloggat (verb) 0801F 

bloggat (verb) 0801F 

bloggande (adj) 0401S 

bloggande (adj) 0407S x3 

bloggande (adj) 0407A x2 

bloggande (adj) 0412E 

bloggande (adj) 0812BB 

Tabloidbloggande (adj)0401S  

ombloggad (adj) 0801F 

e-post (the tool) 0401S  

e-posten (def the tool) 

e-brev (e-letter) 0412E [com. “så kallat”] 

e-postutskick (e-letter) 0410E 

epost-adress (e-letter) 0401A  

e-postadress (e-letter) 0412E 

email (mailbox) 0001T  

mail (e-letter) 0001T x24 

mail (e-letter) 0401S x2  

mail (e-letter) 0401A 

mail (e-letter) 0810BB 

mail (e-letter) 0812BB x2 

mailadress (e-letter) 0001T  

mailboxen (e-letter) 0007T 

mailkorgen (e-letter) 0412E 

mailkonversation (e-letter) 0001T  

mailskörd (e-letter)0007T  

mailen (pl e-letter) 0001T x2 

mailet (def e-letter) 0001T  

mailet (def e-letter) 0007T 

mail (mailbox)0007T  

mailen (def mailbox) 0001T x2 

mailen(def mailbox) 0007T x2 

mailen (def mailbox) 0001B 

maila (verb) 0001T x2 

maila (verb) 0401S  

Maila (verb) 0412E 

Maila (verb) 0801F 

mailade (verb) 0001T x3 

mailade (verb) 0007T x2 

mailar (verb) 0001T  

mailar (verb)0812BB  

mailar (verb) 0801F 

mailat (verb) 0001T x2  

mailat (verb) 0801F 

mailinglista 0001T x2 

mailinglista 0007T  

mailinglistor 0001T x4 

mailto-formulär (verb compound) 0001T 

 

sajt 0001T 

sajt 0007T x3 

porrsajt 0007T x2 

sajten 0001T  

sajten 0007T  

sajten 0401A  

sajten 0410E 

P-sajten 0410E  

porrsajten 0007T  

sajter (pl)0001T x2 

favoritsajter (pl) 0001T  

kvinnosajter (pl) 0001T  

Site designer 0001T 

site 0801F x2 

 

Expressive loans 

 

tight (adj) 0801F x2 

tighta (adj pl) 0811BB 
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Appendix 2 

TECHNICAL JARGON SAMPLES 

Referential loans 

 

abuseavdelning 0001T  

abuseinlägg 0007T 

comments-formatet 0401S 

*crop* 0001T 

croppat (verb) 0001T  

cut’n’paste-verk 0401S 

(en) double bind 0401S 

(embodied) 0401S [given with Sw. translation] 

Disembodiment 0401S [explained] 

Embodiment 0401S [explained] 

flickrade (verb) 0407S [commented] 

flyer (leaflet) 0001B 

font 0410E x2 

Gate-way 0001T  

HTML 0001T [hypertext markup language] x2 

HTML 0401S 

HTML 0407S 

html-fråga 0007T  

HTML-guide 0001T 

HTML-guider 0001T  

HTML:s (gen)0001T  

HTML-skola 0001T  

g-mail-invite 0412E  

g-mail-inbjudningar 0412E  

IRL  0001T [explained] [In Real Life] x2 

laptop 0401A 

*loading*-läge 0001T  

low-tech-viset 0401S  

Moblogga (verb) 0401S 

mobloggad (adj) 0401S  

mobloggaren (person) 0401S  

mobloggingstjänster 0401S  

off-line 0001T 

logga av 0001T 

old school-blogging 0401S  

pinga (verb) 0401S 

pinga (verb) 0407S  

pinga (verb)0401A  

pingar (verb)0407A 

Plug&Pray 0001T [jokingly-plug&play]  

plug-in 0401S 

plugin-tävlingen 0407S 

popups 0401S 

powerpointandet (adj) 0001B 

Reload (blog) 0007T x2  

RSS Addict 0401S 

Script 0001T x2 

datum-script 0001T 

scripter (pl) 0001T  

Python-skript 0401S  

shuffla (verb) 0407S  

kommentarspam 0401S 

kommentarspamstoppare 0407S 

subject 0001T x2 

(knappen) Submit 0001T 

tilta (verb) 0401S 

Trackback 0401A x2 

Trackbacka (verb)0401A x2 

trackbacks (pl) 0401A x4 

trackbacks-funktioner 0401A x2 

Trash (e-wastebasket) 0001T 

typepaddare (noun) 0407S  

Uploading 0407S  

url 0007T [Uniform Resource Locator] 

URL 0401S  

URL-bytet 0401A  

URL:ar 0401S  

urlen 0007T  

urlen 0007T  

URL:en 0401S 

WAP 0001T 

wiki 0401A x3 

WML 0001T  

WML-script 0001T  

zipdrive 0412E x3 

Zipdrives 0412E 

zippar (verb) 0401A  

zippen(def noun) 0001T 

 


